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HOSTILE TAKEOVER?
Ronnie Cohen

to Sit on Temple Board
Los Angeles, California. 1 would like to lake the opportunity, in this, my first communication to the
Libraiy- Minyan since my elevation to this e.\alted pt^ilion, to thank all of you who suppt^rted me in this
bitterly contested campaign. It was a hard fight, but with your effort and G-d's help, we can put di\ isiveness behind us and come together as one united minyan to meet the struggles that lie ahead. To my oppo
nents, I would like to express my compliments on a well fought contest, and to reassure you that I bear no
personal animosity toward you for the cruel and baseless ad hominem attacks to which I was subjected by
your supporters. While 1 thought some of the election pranks clever, others 1 feel went too far, and I would
be indebted to anyone who could recommend a process for removing the ovine aroma from my closet.

As for my hopes and aspirations for the Library Minyan while I am at the helm, 1 really don't think that I
could expand on the detailed plans set forth in my campaign literature, of which you all received countless
copies. As I pledged during the campaign, I will limit myself to fighting for those, and only those, initia
tives which gained the support of the majority of minyan members who participated in the L'Egg poll
conducted last Purim.

Once again, thanks to everyone for your suppxjrt and confidence.
Ronnie Cohen

MINYAN MEETING TO BE HELD SOON: There will be a meeting of the Steering Committee of the
Library Minyan on Sunday evening, ??????, 1998, at 7:(X) pm. Among numerous items on the agenda are
reconsiderations of: Full Kri'at Hatorah and Use of Microphones KEEP YOUR EiARS AND EYES
OPEN FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON OTHER UPCOMING MINYAN EVENTS.

HAGBAH HOW-TO AND GELEELAH GUIDANCE
Carl Sunshine

Here are a few tips on how to accomplish these honors with confidence and safety, the key to successful
Torah lifting is leverage. The Hagbah should unroll the scroll on the reading table until 2-3 columns of
text are visible, and then pull the scroll towards you until the lower rollers are about 10 inches off the
near end of the table. Then grasp the shaft handles firmly in each hand, and push down, so the table edge
serves as a fulcrum to push up on the lop end of the scrolls. Do not try to lilt up the full weight directly
from your hands.

Once you have levered the scroll to nearly vertical, you should take the full weight on your arms, back
away a bit from the table, and raise it up higher to be seen by the congregation. While doing this,
maintain the distance between the shafts so the the open purl of the .scroll remains stretched, and does not

